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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G. An H-group is a pair
Ž . Ž .A,  where A is a group and  : HAut A is a group homomor-
phism. Then we say that H acts on A through  . If the action is under-
stood, we shall often write that A is an H-group.
Ž .  If A,  is an H-group, we can build the semidirect product A H,
Ž .Ž . Ž  Žh1 . .where the product is given by a, h a, h  aa , hh for any a,
 a A and any h, hH. Conversely, each semidirect product A H
 determines an action of H on A given by the conjugation in A H.
Ž . Ž .If A,  and B,  are H-groups, we define its direct product as the
Ž . Ž . Ž .direct product of groups A B with the action  ,  : HAut A B
Ž .Ž ,  .Žh. Ž  Žh.  Žh..given by a, b  a , b , for all a A, b B, and hH.
Ž .An H-group A,  is said to be irreducible if there is no non-trivial
proper normal subgroup B in A with B Žh. B for all hH.
In this paper we are interested in semisimple H-groups, that is, H-groups
which are a direct product of nonabelian irreducible H-groups.
An irreducible H-group A can be regarded as a minimal normal
 subgroup of the semidirect product A H. Therefore, the following propo-
Ž  .sition holds see 4, I 9.12 .
1 The authors are partially supported by DGICYT PB 97-0674-C02-01.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 1.1. Let HG. If A,  is an irreducible nonabelian
H-group and S is a minimal normal subgroup of A, then S is simple and
 Žh1.  Žhm .  4A S   S for any right transersal h  1, h , . . . , h of1 2 m
Ž .N S in H. Moreoer, the minimal normal subgroups of A are preciselyH
S Žh1., . . . , S Žhm..
Two H-sets X and Y are said to be H-isomorphic if there is a bijection
f : X Y such that x f h  x h f for all hH. Recall that every transitive
H-set is H-isomorphic to the H-set HU of the right cosets of a subgroup
U in H with the action given by right multiplication. Further the H-sets
HU and HV are H-isomorphic if and only if U and V are H-conjugate
Ž  .subgroups see 2 .
Remark 1.2. With the notation of the previous proposition, H per-
mutes transitively the components S Žhi., 1 im. Since
S Žhi. Žh. S Žh j.N S h  hN S h hH , 1 i , j,m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H i H j
  Žhi. 4 Ž .the set S 	 1 im is H-isomorphic to the H-set HN S .H
Ž .DEFINITION 1.3. If A,  is an irreducible H-group and S is a minimal
Ž .normal subgroup of A, we call the H-set associated with A,  to the
Ž .H-isomorphism class of HN S .H
Remark 1.4. If we consider any other minimal normal subgroup T of A
Ž .in the previous definition, then we obtain the H-set HN T withH
 Žh. Ž . Ž .h Ž .T S for some hH. Thus N T N S and so HN T isH H H
Ž .H-isomorphic to HN S . Therefore, the H-set associated with an irre-H
ducible nonabelian H-group is well-defined.
Ž .If A,  is a nonabelian H-group, a deriation or 1-cocycle from H to
Ž .  Žh2 . A is a map  : H A such that h h  h h for all h , h H1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž  .see 8 .
Ž . Ž .The nonabelian H-groups A,  and B,  are said to be H-equialent
Ž  .see 5 if there exist a group isomorphism f : A B and a derivation
 : H B such that a Žh. f a f Žh.h for all a A, hH. If the deriva-
Ž . Ž .tion is trivial, the H-groups A,  and B,  are said to be H-isomorphic.
Ž . Ž .We denote A,  as the H-equivalence class of A,  .
If  : H B is simply a map such that a Žh. f a f Žh.h for all a A,
hH, and the center of B is trivial, then it is easy to prove that
 : H B is actually a derivation.
In this paper, we develop a Clifford theory for G-groups similar to the
 celebrated one for linear representations 1 . First we consider, for each
HG, the semisimple H-groups, and define induction, restriction, and
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conjugation on them. We then prove that these maps are compatible with
the H-equivalence classes of H-groups.
With these ingredients, we construct the G-functor of the semisimple
G-groups and prove that Clifford theory holds on it, as a particular case of
the more general Clifford theory for G-functors that has been developed
 in 6 .
 We recall the definition of based G-functor, given in 6 .
Ž  . Ž .DEFINITION 1.5 see Green 3 . Let  M, T , R, C, B be a quintu-
ple of families M, T , R, C, B of the following kinds:
Ž .M M gives, for each subgroup H of G, a free abelianH HG
semigroup M .H
Ž . Ž . Ž .T T and R R give, for each pair H, K of subgroupsH , K K , H
of G such that H K, the respective homomorphisms of semigroups,
T : M M and R : M M .H , K H K K , H K H
Ž . Ž .C C gives, for each pair H, g where H is a subgroup and gH , g
an element of G, the semigroup homomorphism C : M M g , whereH , g H H
H g  g1Hg.
Ž .B B gives, for each subgroup H of G, the basis B ofH HG H
M .H
Ž .We say that  M, T , R, C, B is a based G-functor if these families
of semigroups and maps satisfy the following axioms, where D, H, K, and
L are subgroups of G and g, g  are elements of G:
Ž . Ž .a T  id M , T T  T if H K L.H , H H H , K K , L H , L
Ž . Ž .b R  id M , R R  R if DH K.H , H H K , H H , D K , D
Ž . gc C C  C .H , g H , g  H , g g 
Ž . Ž .d C  id M if hH.H , h H
Ž . g ge T C  C T .H , K K , g H , g H , K
Ž . g gf R C  C R .K , H H , g K , g K , H
Ž .g Mackey axiom. If H L, K L, and if  is a transversal of the
Ž .H, K -double cosets in L, then
T R  C R g g T g .ÝH , L L , K H , g H , H 
 K H 
 K , K
g
Since C is an isomorphism, C B g for any B .H , g H , g H H
² :For each HG, we consider the symmetric bilinear form , : M H
M  such that B is an orthonormal basis of M .H H H
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2. THE G-FUNCTOR OF SEMISIMPLE G-GROUPS
In this section we define step by step a based G-functor 
Ž .M, T , R, C, B .
For each HG, M is the abelian semigroup of all H-equivalenceH
classes of semisimple H-groups, where the sum is given by the direct
product of H-groups. The set B of all H-equivalence classes of irre-H
ducible nonabelian H-groups is the basis of M .H
 4DEFINITION 2.1. Let H KG and let x  1, x , . . . , x be a right1 2 n
 4transversal of H in K. Consider the action of K on the set 1, . . . , n given
k Ž  4. Ž .by i  j if Hx kHx k K, i, j 1, . . . , n . If A,  is an H-group,i j
Ž K K .we define its induced K-group A ,  as the direct product
AK  A   A1 n
K Ž .of n copies of the group A with the action  : KAut A   A1 n
given by
K Ž . 1 1 g  Ž x g x .  Ž x g x .1 1 n na , . . . , a  a , . . . , a ,Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n
g1 Ž .where g K, i i and a , . . . , a  A   A .1 n 1 n
Ž K K .Notice that the isomorphism class of A ,  does not depend on the
choice of the transversal of H in K. The next proposition is a direct
consequence of the definition.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let H K LG. If A,  is an H-group, then
L Ž K .Lthe L-groups A and A are L-isomorphic.
Ž .  Žu.Notation 2.3. Let A,  be an H-group. If UH, B A, and B
 B for all uU, we say that B is U-inariant. The map  	 : UU
Ž . Ž . Ž .Aut B given by  	 u   u 	 , if uU, is a homomorphism. In thisU B
Ž .case we may consider the U-group B,  	 .U
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.4. Let H KG and let A,  be an H-group.
Ž .  4i If x  1, x , . . . , x is a right transersal of H in K, then1 2 n
K  K Ž x1. 
K Ž x n. Ž .A  A   A , where A  A is H-inariant and A,  is1 1 1
Ž K .H-isomorphic to A ,  	 .1 H
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If C,  is an H-group which is H-equialent to A,  , then the
K-groups AK and C K are K-equialent.
Ž .Proof. i It is a direct check.
Ž .ii Let f : A C be a group isomorphism and  : H C a deriva-
tion which give an H-equivalence between A and C. Take a right transver-
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 4sal x , . . . , x of H in K. Set A  A and C  C for 1 i n, and1 n i i
define the maps
f K : A   A  C   C ,  K : K C   C1 n 1 n 1 n
by
K K  f f f  1 11 1g ga , . . . , a  a , . . . , a , g  x gx , . . . , x gx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 n 1 n 1 1 n n
if a  A, 1 i n, g K. Then it is easy to check that the groupi
K Kisomorphism f and the map  give a K-equivalence.
Let H KG. The assignment
K KT : A ,   A , Ž . Ž .H , K
Ž .for each irreducible nonabelian H-group A,  is consistent by Proposi-
tion 2.4 and affords a homomorphism T : M M . This map satisfiesH , K H K
Ž .axiom a by Proposition 2.2.
We quote next some results on induction.
Ž .Remark 2.5. Let FH, A,  an irreducible H-group and B an
F-invariant normal subgroup of A. We may not assert in general that A is
Ž .H-isomorphic to the H-group induced of B,  	 , as it is shown in theF
following easy example.
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let A T  T  T , where T  T is a nonabelian1 2 3 i
 4simple group. Let H be the symmetric group on 1, 2, 3 and F the
Ž .subgroup of H generated by the transposition 12 . A is an irreducible
Ž . Ž .h h hH-group for the action h : t , t , t  t , t , t , where hH, t  T ,1 2 3 1 2 3 i
1 i 3. B T  T is an irreducible F-invariant normal subgroup of1 2
A. However, B H is not isomorphic to A.
The assertion of Remark 2.5 holds if we add a new hypothesis:
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.7. Let FHG, A,  an irreducible H-group, and B
 4an F-inariant normal subgroup of A. Let h  1, h , . . . , h be a right1 2 l
transersal of F in H. If the product of all B Žhi. is direct, then the H-group
Ž . Ž .induced of B,  	 is H-isomorphic to A,  .F
Proof. Since each B Žhi. is normal in A, so is B Žh1.  B Žhl ..
Also it is H-invariant, because H permutes the components B Žhi. transi-
tively. Since A is H-irreducible, A B Žh1.  B Žhl .. Now the asser-
Ž .tion follows from Proposition 2.4 i .
As a particular case, by Proposition 1.1, we obtain a useful consequence.
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Ž .COROLLARY 2.8. Let A,  be an irreducible nonabelian H-group and
Ž .let S be a minimal normal subgroup of A. Then A,  is H-isomorphic to the
Ž . Ž .H-group induced of S,  	 , where UN S .U H
Recall that, if UH K, the K-set induced of HU is isomorphic to
Ž  .KU see 2 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.9. Let H KG. If A,  is an irreducible non-
Ž K K .abelian H-group with associated H-set HU, then A ,  is an irreducible
K-group and its associated K-set is KU.
Ž .Proof. If S is a minimal normal subgroup of A and N S U, thenH
Ž . Ž . Ž K K .A,  is the H-group induced of S,  	 . Thus, A ,  is the K-groupU
Ž .induced of S,  	 . Now, it is easy to see that the permutation induced byU
  KK on the K : U copies of S is transitive. Therefore, A is irreducible and
its associated K-set is KU.
We define now the restriction.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.10. Let FHG. If A,  is an H-group, then the
Ž .restricted action  : FAut A defines an F-group which is called theF
Ž . Ž .F-group restricted of A,  and denoted by A,  .F
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.11. Let FHG and let A,  be an irreducible
nonabelian H-group with associated H-set HU. Then:
Ž . Ž .i A,  is the direct product of irreducible F-groups whose associ-F
ated F-sets are precisely the transitie components of the F-set restricted of
HU.
Ž . Ž .ii Let B,  be an irreducible nonabelian H-group which is H-equi-
Ž .alent to A,  through the isomorphism f : A B, say. Now, if C , . . . , C1 r
Ž . f fare the F-irreducible constituents of A,  , then C , . . . , C are the F-irre-F 1 r
Ž . f Ž .ducible constituents of B,  ; further C is F-equialent to C and N CF i i H i
Ž f . Ž . Ž .N C , 1 i r. In particular B,  and A,  are F-equialent.H i F F
Ž .Proof. i If S is a minimal normal subgroup of A, then S is simple
 Ž x1.  Ž x n.  4and A S   S for any right transversal x  1, x , . . . , x1 2 n
Ž .of UN S in H.H
 4 Ž .Let x , . . . , x be a transversal of the U, F -double cosets in H. Theni i1 r
AŁ S Ž x i1 g .  Ł S Ž x ir g ., where each  is a rightg g j1 r
transversal of F
U x i j in F and each Ł S Ž x i j g . is an irreduciblegj
F-group.
Ž . f fii Since A C   C , then B C   C . We must1 r 1 r
show that each C f is F-irreducible. Let  : H B a derivation such thati
a Žh. f a f Žh.h  for all a A, hH. If D C f with D F-invariant, theni
D E f for some E C , and we have for all g F,i
E f Ž g . E f E f Ž g . g  E f g  E Ž g . f E f g  E f ,
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since E f B and g  B. Therefore, E Ž g . E for all g F. Since
E C and C is F-irreducible, either E C or E 1, and so D C f ori i i i
D 1, as desired.
Consider now the canonical epimorphism 	 : B C f, 1 i n. Fori i
any c C and g F, we have c Ž g . f c f Ž g . g  c f Ž g . g 	 i since C f B.i i 
Therefore, the isomorphism f 	 and the composition 	 make C andC i iif fŽ . Ž .C F-equivalent. Now it is easy to prove that N C N C .i H i H i
Ž .Let H KG and B,  an irreducible nonabelian K-group. Then,
by Proposition 2.11,
R : B ,   B , Ž . Ž .K , H H
is well defined and affords a homomorphism R : M M . ObviouslyK , H K H
Ž .axiom b is satisfied.
We may now characterize the equivalence of H-groups in terms of their
simple components.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.12. Let A,  and B,  be irreducible nonabelian H-
groups. Let S be a minimal normal subgroup of A and R a minimal normal
Ž . Ž .subgroup of B. Set UN S and VN R . The following assertions areH H
equialent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i The H-groups A,  and B,  are H-equialent.
Ž . h Ž . Ž Žh.ii U V for some hH and the U-groups S,  	 and R ,U
. 	 are U-equialent.U
Proof. We can write A S Ž r1.  S Ž rn. and B RŽ x1. 
Ž x m.  4 Ž .R , where r  1, . . . , r is a right transversal of UN S in H and1 n H
 4 Ž . Ž .x  1, . . . , x is a right transversal of VN R in H. To see that i1 m H
Ž .implies ii , let f : A B be a group isomorphism and let  be a
 Žh. f f Žh.h Ž  Ž r1.. fderivation such that a  a for all a A, hH. Then S
Ž x j.  4 R for some j 1, . . . , m .
Ž . Ž .Since S is an irreducible constituent of A,  , then N S U H
Ž Ž x j.. Ž . x jN R , by Proposition 2.11 ii . Therefore U V and the U-groupsH
Ž . Ž Ž x j. .S,  	 and R ,  	 are U-equivalent by the same proposition.U U
Ž . Ž Žh. .Conversely, suppose that S,  	 and R ,  	 are U-equivalent.U U
Ž .Then its induced H-groups are H-equivalent by Proposition 2.4 ii .
Remark 2.13. Theorem 2.12 remains true if we put isomorphic in place
of equialent.
We now define G-conjugation.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.14. If HG, gG, and A,  is an H-group, we
Ž g . g g g Ž .write A,  for the H -group A with the action  : H Aut A
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gŽ g . Ž . Ž g .given by  h   h , for all hH. We call A,  the conjugate of
Ž .A,  by g.
Ž . Ž g .Notice that if A,  is irreducible, then A,  is also irreducible for
Ž g . Ž .all gG. Moreover, if gH, then A,  is H-isomorphic to A,  .
Ž .Let HG, gG, and A,  be an irreducible nonabelian H-group.
Then
gC : A ,   A , Ž . Ž .H , g
is clearly well defined and affords a homomorphism C : M M g . ItH , g H H
Ž . Ž . Ž .is immediate that axioms c , d , and f are satisfied. To prove that axiom
Ž .  4e is satisfied it suffices to observe the following. If x  1, x , . . . , x is1 2 n
 g g g4a right transversal of H in K and gG, then x  1, x , . . . , x is a1 2 n
right transversal of H g in K g, and H g x gk g H g x g if and only if Hx ki j i
Hx for all k K.j
We state without proof the next result.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.15. Let A,  be an H-group, UH, and hH. If
B A is U-inariant, then:
Ž . Ž  Žh. . h h Žhi B ,  	 is an U -group which is U -isomorphic to B,U
Ž .h. 	 .U
Ž . Ž .ii The H-group induced of B,  	 is H-isomorphic to the H-groupU
Ž  Žh. .hinduced of B ,  	 .U
Ž .It remains to prove that axiom g is also satisfied to conclude that  is a
based G-functor.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.16 Mackey Axiom . Let H, K LG and let A,  be
an irreducible nonabelian H-group. Then the K-restricted of AL is K-isomor-
Ž K Ž g .K . Ž .gphic to Ł A ,  , where  is a transersal of the H, K -doubleg H 
 K
cosets in L.
 4Proof. Let x , . . . , x be a right transversal of H in L. We know that1 n
AL  A LŽ x1.  A LŽ x n., where A  A. If x , . . . , x is a full set of1 1 1 i i1 s
Ž .representatives of the H, K -double cosets of L, then
AL  A LŽ x i1 g .  A LŽ x i s g . ,Ł Ł1 1
g g1 s
where each  is a right transversal of K
H x i j in K. Now, by Propositionj
 LŽ x i g . Ž  LŽ x i . L .j j x2.7, each Ł A is the K-group induced of A ,  	 ,ig 1 1 K
 H jj
Ž  LŽ x i . L . x i Ž L .j jxwhere A ,  	 is H -isomorphic to the conjugate of A ,  	i1 H 1 Hj
x i Ž .jby x and so H -isomorphic to the conjugate of A,  by x .i ij j
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3. CLIFFORD THEORY ON THE G-FUNCTOR OF
SEMISIMPLE G-GROUPS
 It is shown in 6 that Clifford theory holds on a based G-functor
Ž .M, T , R, C, B if and only if the following property is satisfied:
Ž .P If H KG and 
B , then for any B such thatK H
² :
R ,   0, there exist S, H S K, and B such thatK , H S
² :T , 
  0 and R  n for some n.S, K S, H
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let FHG and A,  an irreducible nonabelian
H-group. Let B be an F-inariant normal subgroup of A and suppose that
Ž . Ž .B,  	 is irreducible. Set SN B . Then F S, B is S-inariant, theF H 
Ž . Ž . Ž .F-group restricted of B,  	 is B,  	 and A,  is H-isomorphic to theS F
Ž . Ž .H-group induced of B,  	 . In particular property P holds on the G-func-S
tor .
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, it suffices to show that A B Ž x1. 
 Ž x n.  4B for a right transversal x  1, . . . , x , . . . , x of S in H. Since each1 2 n
B Ž x i. is a normal subgroup of A which is F-irreducible, then, for each
1 j n, B Ž x j.
Ł B Ž x i. must be either trivial or equal to B Ž x j..i j
Suppose that the latter is true for some j. Then B Ž x j.Ł B Ž x i. andi j
so AŁ B Ž x i.. But, for i j, B Ž x j.
 B Ž x i. 1 and so B Ž x j.i j
Ž  Ž x i..  Ž x j. Ž . Ž .C B . Therefore, B  Z A , a contradiction because Z A  1.A
Ž .DEFINITION 3.2. Let FHG and B,  an irreducible nonabelian
Ž .F-group. We call the inertia subgroup of B,  in H to the subgroup
hH 	 B ,  h is F-equivalent to B ,  .Ž . 4Ž .
 As a consequence of 6 and by Proposition 3.1 we obtain the version of
the first Clifford’s theorem for the based G-functor .
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Let FHG and let A,  be a nonabelian irre-
ducible H-group. Let B be an F-inariant normal subgroup of A such that
Ž . Ž .B,  	 is irreducible and let Y be the inertia subgroup of B,  	 in H.F F
Then there exists e such that
g g1 mA ,  R  e B ,  	   B ,  	 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H , F F F
 4 Ž . g iwhere g  1, g , . . . , g is any right transersal of Y in H and B,  	1 2 m F
Ž . B,  	 C .F F , g i
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We prove now that this based G-functor satisfies a finiteness condition,
Ž .  called property F in 6 :
Ž .F For each B , there exist only finitely many elements 
B1 G
² :with 
R ,   0.G, 1
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. The based G-functor  satisfies property F .
Proof. It is clear that the equivalence classes of nonabelian irreducible
1-groups are precisely the isomorphism classes of nonabelian simple groups
Ž .with the trivial action. Now, if A,  is an irreducible nonabelian G-group
²Ž . Ž .:such that A,  R , S, 1  0, then A must be a direct product ofG, 1
copies of the simple group S.
Ž .Moreover, if UN S , then the G-equivalence class of A is deter-G
Ž .mined by the U-equivalence class of S,  	 by Theorem 2.12.U
 4Since  : UAut S 	UG,  is a homomorphism is a finite set,
then there are only finitely many G-equivalence classes of irreducible
Ž . Ž .nonabelian G-groups A,  in whose restriction S, 1 occurs.
 Therefore, by 6, 2.12 , the following definition is consistent.
Ž .DEFINITION 3.5. Let H KG. If B,  is an irreducible nonabelian
Ž .H-group, we define the K-eleated of B,  by
² :B ,  E  A ,  R , B ,  A ,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH , K K , H
Ž .A , 
where the sum ranges over a full set of representatives of K-equivalence
classes of irreducible nonabelian K-groups. This definition can be ex-
tended to the semigroup M and so we obtain a new family of semigroupH
homomorphisms E : M M such thatH , K H K
² : ² :
R ,   
 , EK , H H , K
for any 
M and M .K H
Remark 3.6. The definition above is independent of the chosen repre-
Ž .sentative of the H-equivalence class of B,  . Moreover, Proposition 2.4
Ž . Ž . Ž .i asserts that the coefficient of B,  T in B,  E is differentH , K H , K
from zero.
 We obtain finally, by 6, 2.10 and 2.15 , the second Clifford’s theorem for
the based G-functor .
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Ž .THEOREM 3.7. Let FHG. Suppose that B,  is an irreducible
Ž .nonabelian F-group and let Y be the inertia subgroup of B,  in H. If we
write
A D ,  	 D ,  irreducible Y-group, Ž . Ž .
² :D ,  R , B ,   04Ž . Ž .Y , F
C A ,  	 A ,  irreducible H-group, Ž . Ž .
² :A ,  R , B ,   0 ,4Ž . Ž .H , F
then
Ž . Ž . Ž .i D,  T C for all D,   A.Y , H
Ž . Ž .ii If D,  is an irreducible nonabelian Y-group, then
² : ² :D ,  R , B ,   D ,  T R , B ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y , F Y , H H , F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If D,   A and D,  T  A,  , then D,  is theY , H
Ž .unique element of A which is a component of A,  R .H , Y
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv The map AC gien by D,   D,  T is a well-de-Y , H
fined bijection.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v D,  E  D,  T for all D,   A.Y , H Y , H
 Remark 3.8. Let S be the isomorphism class of the nonabelian simple
group S. For each HG, set
S B  A ,  B 	 A is a direct product of copies of S . 4Ž .H H
Let M S  be the subsemigroup of M generated by BS . Then we obtainH H H
S  Ž S  S .  a based G-subfunctor   M , T , R, C, B of  and, by 6, 2.9 , the
S   based G-functor  is the coproduct of all based G-subfunctors  , S
ranging over all the isomorphism classes of nonabelian simple groups.
Remark 3.9. If we take M as the set of all the H-equivalence classesH
of H-groups and the basis B of all H-equivalence classes of nonabelianH
indecomposable H-groups, the corresponding functor would have not
Ž . ² : ² :satisfied property P . For instance, let G g  g  C  C , H1 2 2 2
² : ² 2 3 2  2   g , and A  ,  ,  ;   1    ,    ,    ,  1
:    C .3 2
Then A is an indecomposable G-group with the action given by  g 2  ,
 g 2   2,  g 2  , and g acting trivially on A, although A is not1
² : ² :irreducible. In this case, the H-group restricted of A is  ,    ,
which is not a direct product of G-conjugated H-groups and so Clifford’s
theorems do not hold.
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